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� Post-peak cyclic behavior of concrete in direct tension is studied.
� Various loading regimes are performed on concrete in tension.
� Strain rate effect on the post-peak stress-strain response is considered.
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� Damage constitutive model is proposed to describe the stress-strain relation.
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A test method has been developed to obtain reliable post-peak cyclic behavior of concrete in this study.
Considering three various loading regimes, strain rate effect on post-peak stress-strain response of
concrete is investigated. The envelope curve is found coincides with the monotonic loading curve, which
is shown to govern the cyclic response. Concrete presents slightly rate sensitive when it is subjected to
static loading. The tensile strength increases with the increasing of strain rate. The stress releases with
cyclic even if the maximum strain is constant. It demonstrated that the stress release process is
independent of strain rate and it can be expressed by a power function. Analytical expressions
introducing damage index are proposed to describe the entire monotonic behavior, as well the response
to cyclic loadings. The analytical model uses the concept of uniqueness of envelope curve. The calculated
results predicted by the analytical expressions have good agreement with test data.

� 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

It is well known that concrete exhibits post-peak softening
behavior, in which large strains are involved. To investigate the
softening behavior of concrete the complete stress strain curve
need to measure. The development of testing machine and com-
puter technique in recent years has promoted the investigation
on cyclic behavior of concrete. The first work considering the cyclic
behavior of concrete was published by Sinha et al. [1], in which a
significant concept of uniqueness of envelope curve was put
forward. Subsequently, numerous constitutive models have been
proposed in the last few decades. Sima et al. [2] proposed a
constitutive model for concrete subjected to cyclic loadings in
compression and tension, in which two independent damage
variables in compression and in tension have been introduced. To
improve the damage accumulation evolution, Breccolotti et al. [3]
modified the model proposed by Sima et al. This model took into
account the damage increment in concrete under constant and
variable amplitude loadings.

Except the damage constitutive models, thermodynamic mod-
els have also been developed. Lee and Fenves [4] proposed a plastic
damage model based on continuum damage mechanics. This
model used two damage variables for concrete in tension and com-
pression. To better and truly describe the plasticity and damage of
plain concrete, Cicekli et al. [5] introduced an anisotropic damage
with new plasticity yield and damage criteria in the plastic-
damage constitutive mode. Tensile and compressive damage crite-
ria are separately used in the model, which took also into account
the stiffness recovery caused by crack opening and closing.

These above models have been evaluated by simulating
experimental stress strain curves of plain concrete and reinforced
concrete subjected to cyclic compression. However, only a few
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Table 1
Concrete mix proportions by weight.

Mass of concrete ingredients (kg/m3)

Water Cement Fly ash Sand Aggregate Water Reducer

205 328 82 668 1089 2.05

Fig. 1. Instrumented concrete cylinder.
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models consider the tension response because direct tension test
on concrete is difficult to conduct. In recent years, Chen et al. [6–
8] have performed experimental researches on dynamic tensile
behavior of concrete. Ranaivomanana et al. [9] and Alhussainy
et al. [10] have studied the creep behavior of normal concrete in
tension and stress-strain relation of self-compacting concrete by
improving the direct tensile test method, respectively. However,
the cyclic tensile behavior has ever been concerned little [11–
14]. Xiao et al. [11] studied the fatigue strain variation and the fati-
gue modulus degradation of recycled aggregate concrete. Yanke-
levsky and Reinhardt [12] proposed analytical expressions
describing both the entire monotonic and cyclic response of con-
crete. Rather simple expressions have been proposed to reproduce
any unloading or reloading curve as function of the starting point
coordinates. Reinhardt and Cornelissen [13] established complete
stress-deformation curves for concrete in tension and alternating
tension-compression. Crack growth and strain distribution around
the crack tip of concrete in cyclic tension was studied. Gopalarat-
nam and Shah [14] developed an available testing method to
obtain reliable complete load-deformation curve in direct tension.
They performed both monotonic and cyclic tests and developed an
analytical expression to describe the entire tensile response of con-
crete. However, the analytical expression is not applicable to cyclic
stress strain response. Some simple constitutive models have been
proposed and evaluated by using experimental results from the
above literatures [2,15–17]. Constitutive formulations are pre-
sented for concrete subjected to reverse cyclic loading consistent
with a compression field approach by Palermo and Vecchio [15].
Features of the modeling include: nonlinear unloading using a
ramberg-osgood formulation; linear reloading that incorporates
degradation in the reloading stiffness based on the amount of
strain recovered during the unloading phase; and improved plastic
offset formulations. Formulations for partial unloading and partial
reloading are also presented. Additionally, the authors used a
straight line to model the unloading and reloading branches in ten-
sion under cyclic loading when there is no incursion in compres-
sion during a cycle. This concept is used by Forster and Mati
[16], Mansor and Hsu [17], and Sima et al. [2].

Non-elastic materials like concrete have strain rate sensitive
characteristic which have been verified by numerous researches
[6,7,18]. It was demonstrated that the strength increases with
increasing of strain rate by performing dynamic mechanical tests
on concrete. However, the effect of strain rate on the post-peak
cyclic behavior is not concerned.

Experimental results about stress strain response of concrete
subjected to cyclic tension are still limited. The existing models
are always based on their own experimental results, which need
further verification by other test results. So the existing constitu-
tive models are not verified capable to arbitrary loading conditions.
In this paper, an experimental study on the constitutive behavior of
concrete subjected to cyclic tension is carried out. To obtain a com-
plete understanding of cyclic post-peak behavior of concrete in
tension, tests are performed on concrete specimens at various
loading regimes. The effects of strain rate on the cyclic post-peak
behavior are also performed in this study. Analytical expressions
introducing damage index is proposed to describe the entire mono-
tonic behavior, as well the response to cyclic loadings. Finally,
comparisons with typical test data are shown in this paper.

2. Experimental program

2.1. Test specimens

During the present study tests have been performed on speci-
mens made of the same concrete mix proportions (shown in
Table 1) and having a same geometry: cylinder specimens with
diameter of 73 mm and height of 146 mm. The concrete is a mix-
ture of ordinary Portland cement and secondary fly ash, river sand
with particle size distribution fitting ASTM C33 [19], aggregates of
20 mm maximum size, portable water and polycarboxylate super-
plasticizer to obtain a well flow-ability. The concrete was cast into
cylinder PVC pipes in diameter of 73 mm and kept in curing room
for one day. After demolding the specimens were cured under
water for 7 days, and then cured in nature till 28 days. Before test-
ing the concrete cylinders were cut in height of 146 mm. The two
ends of cylinder specimen were paste into the steel platen by
structural adhesive to get enough adhesive strength before testing.
The instrumented cylinder concrete is shown in Fig. 1.
2.2. Loading and measurement

The tests were carried out on a servo controlled electro-
hydraulic material testing system (MTS 322) equipped with two
manufactured spherical joints to reduce eccentricity in testing.
The load transferred to the specimen by the spherical joints and
screws. Across the lateral three LVDTs (linear variable differential
transducer) were attached to the concrete with a measuring length
of 140 mm under 120� between each other. The three strain values
were recorded. And the strain values were averaged and fed into a
variable-gain amplifier, so a specific strain rate was achieved.
Three different strain rates of 1 le/s, 5 le/s and 10 le/s were per-
formed on specimens in this study.



Table 2
Test specimens and the corresponding loading procedure.

Test
specimen

_e Loading procedure

CEN1-1 1 le/s Cycles to envelope curve
CEN2-5 5 le/s Cycles to envelope curve
CEN3-10 10 le/s Cycles to envelope curve
CSI50-1 1 le/s Cycles with constant strain increment of 50 le
CSI30-5 5 le/s Cycles with constant strain increment of 30 le
CSI60-10 10 le/s Cycles with constant strain increment of 60 le
CMS120-1,

CMS130-1
1 le/s Cycles with constant maximum strain

amplitude of 120/130 le
CMS100-5,

CMS120-5
5 le/s Cycles with constant maximum strain

amplitude of 100/120 le
CMS120-10,

CMS230-10
10 le/s Cycles with constant maximum strain

amplitude of 120/230 le
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To investigate completely the post peak softening response
of concrete, three loading regimes are employed summarized
as Table 2. Besides, the monotonic tension tests are also
carried out to compare with the envelope curve for same
batch specimens. For monotonic loading, 3 specimens are
performed for each strain rate. For cyclic loading, one
specimen is tested for each loading history in terms of loading
regime and strain rate.
3. Envelope curve

3.1. Experimental results

Specimens fractured at a random location along the axial direc-
tion of specimen, the failure mode and fracture pattern as shown in
Fig. 2.

A generally accepted concept in the literature about concrete
subjected to cyclic loading is that there is a unique envelope
curve coincides with or similar to the monotonic curve. Most
authors have confirmed the concept by performing tests on
mortar [20], plain concrete [1,21], and reinforced concrete
[22]. As illustrated in Fig. 3, this concept also applies to plain
concrete subjected to cyclic tension in regard to various loading
history.
Fig. 2. The fracture pattern of concrete sp
3.2. Concept of damage model

The objective of this section is to develop analytical expressions
incorporating the damage index for response of concrete. The ana-
lytical model is based on the following assumptions [3]: (1) the
damage function is a non-decreasing function; (2) there is no dam-
age increase in the unloading branches since no external work
acted on it; (3) an univocal correspondence exists between the
envelope curve points and the residual strain; (4) the damage
accumulates in the reloading curve is not linear. The damage
increases slightly up to the proximity of the envelope curve where
it begins to grow faster.

A linear expression represents well the pre-peak branch of con-
crete in tension and many researchers [2,23] have used this
method. The post-peak branch shows highly nonlinear softening
behavior, so it is difficult to describe it by simple mathematical
functions. So far, polylinear expression [24], exponential expres-
sion [14] or combined expressions [12] have been employed to fit-
ting the softening branch. In the present study, piecewise
expressions including a linear relation until reaching the tensile
strength and a combined mathematical expression were proposed
to formulate the response of concrete subjected to monotonic ten-
sile loading.

As the pre-peak branch can be assumed as elasticity, the stress
strain curve of concrete in tension can be expressed as a simple lin-
ear equation as follow:

r ¼ eE0; for e 6 et ð1Þ
where, r is tensile stress, e is tensile strain, E0 ¼ f t=et , f t is the ten-
sile strength, et is the strain corresponding to the tensile strength.
The pre-peak branch can be obtained by using the characteristic
value of f t and et .

A combined mathematical formulation to describe the post-
peak behavior is developed by fitting with the experimental results
as follow:

r ¼ f t a� b
e
et
þ c exp d 1� e

et

� �� �� �
; for e P et ð2Þ

where, a; b; c;d are constants which have been obtained by fitting
the post-peak branch for different strain rates. a = 0.23, b = 0.03,
c = 0.80 and the value of them are independent of strain rate.
ecimens under direct tensile loading.
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Parameter d is equal to 1.56, 1.80, and 1.92 for strain rates of 1 le/s,
5 le/s and 10 le/s respectively. The variance of parameter d pre-
sents the effect of strain rate on curvature of post-peak branch,
which implies that the post-peak behavior of concrete have strain
rate sensitive.

Assuming that stress r can be formulated by a function of strain
and damage variable d:

r ¼ ð1� dÞE0e ð3Þ
As the pre-peak is assumed to be linear elastic with no damage

accumulation, so the damage index is deemed as 0. For the
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Fig. 3. Typical stress strain response of concrete subjected to cyclic and monotonic
loading at various strain rates: (a) 1 le/s, (b) 5 le/s, (c) 10 le/s.
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Fig. 4. Damage evolution and the corresponding stress-strain curve.
post-peak branch the damage index d turns out to have the
following definition:

d ¼ 1� r
E0e

¼ 1� a� b
e
et
þ cexp d 1� e

et

� �� �� �
et
e

ð4Þ

Based on the above assumption and the damage concept of con-
crete, the damage evolution is plotted with the corresponding
stress strain curve in Fig. 4.

3.3. Comparison with experimental results

The proposed model has been evaluated by comparing the ana-
lytical results with experimental data as shown in Fig. 5. It is
observed that a linear expression is adequate for the pre-peak
branch. The nonlinear post-peak branch is simulated by the com-
bined mathematical expression. The envelope curve is also pre-
dicted by the proposed model only demanding for the tensile
strength f t and the corresponding strain et .

4. Stress strain response of concrete in cyclic tension

When a concrete is tested by strain controlled method in ten-
sion, it first reacts elastically. A linear stress-strain relation almost
up to peak stress can be obtained. When it reaches to peak stress of
concrete, the strain of concrete starts to localize within a narrow
zone of micro-cracks, after which a continuous macro-crack will
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Fig. 5. Comparison of predicted results with the experimental results for concrete
in monotonic tension.
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develop. The micro-cracks will occur at the weakest section of
concrete in tension. The softening branch will be obtained if the
micro-cracks develop within the measuring length whose defor-
mation is used as the control parameter. According to the fictitious
crack model by Hillerberg and co-workers, the deformation in the
descending branch is built up by strains and crack opening. In this
paper, the authors attend to develop a macro-level constitutive
model to describe the post-peak stress-strain relationship of con-
crete in cyclic tension, so only the average strain and stress were
considered rather than crack opening.

4.1. Residual strain

Residual strain is defined as the strain corresponding to a near-
zero stress level on the unloading stress strain path. The residual
strain increases with the increasing of envelope unloading strain
where unloading starts. The increase of envelope unloading strain
eeu causes approximately the same increase of residual strain er as
shown in Fig. 6. As illustrated in Fig. 6 that the accumulation rates
of residual strain is slightly different for various strain rates. Linear
mathematical expressions are formulated as Eqs. (5)–(7) in order
to quantify the effect of strain rate on residual strain accumulation.
The slope of the linear expression for strain rate of 1 le/s is smaller
than 1 which implies the accumulation rate of residual strain is
slower than that of envelope unloading strain. At the strain rates
of 5 le/s and 10 le/s the slope for er versus eeu is larger than 1,
which means that the accumulation rate of residual strain is faster
than that of the envelope unloading strain. The slopes for er versus
eeu for various strain rates show that the higher the strain rate is,
the faster the accumulation rate of residual strain.

er ¼ 0:98eeu � 53:70 for _e ¼ 1 le=s ð5Þ

er ¼ 1:06eeu � 65:32 for _e ¼ 5 le=s ð6Þ

er ¼ 1:13eeu � 85:85 for _e ¼ 10 le=s ð7Þ
4.2. Stress release

Stress release is observed even if the maximum strain is con-
stant, when the specimen is subjected to cyclic to constant maxi-
mum strain. Fig. 7 shows the stress release versus the number of
cycles for cyclic to constant maximum strain for specimens.
Fig. 7 shows that the rate of stress release decreases with the
cycling continues. Rapid stress release can be observed for the first
few cycles and then keep stability for all range of specified
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Fig. 6. Relation of residual strain versus the envelope unloading strain.
maximum strain. The stress release versus loading cycles can be
universally expressed as Eq. (8).

r ¼ rmaxN
t ð8Þ

where, r is the stress corresponding to Nth cycle to the same max-
imum strain, and rmax corresponds to the first cycle, N is the num-
ber of cycle to the same maximum strain. t is an empirical
parameter equal to �0.12. The simulated result is compared with
experimental results as shown in Fig. 7.

These experimental results indicate that the specimen present
apparent stabilization in the stress which means damage accumu-
lation has been stabilized.

4.3. Damage for the reloading strain

When a complete unloading and reloading up to the envelop
curve are performed on the specimen, the damage variable can
be assumed as follow by fitting the experimental results:

der ¼ 1:075deu � 0:075d2eu ð9Þ
where, der is the damage for envelope reloading, and deu is the dam-
age for envelope unloading. The relationship of damage for envel-
ope reloading versus the damage for envelope unloading shown
in Fig. 8 is a polynomial function rather than a linear function. This
function allows specific damage accumulation under small stress
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0.0
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Fig. 8. The relationship of der versus deu .
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cycles performed on the undamaged material. This fitting curve
through the points with coordinates (deu; der) is equal to (0, 0) and
(1, 1) to avoid the damage index is greater than 1 for values of deu
is approximated to 1.

Berccolotti et al. [3] assumed that the damage accumulated
slowly at the beginning of the reload path while faster damage
accumulation is foreseen for higher stress level. In the present
paper, the same concept is used to study the damage accumulation
in reload path, which can be expressed as follows:

d ¼ dr þ ðder � drÞ r
rer

� �6

ð10Þ

where, dr is the damage corresponding to the residual strain and it
is assumed to be equal to the damage deu since no external energy
applied to the system when unloading.

4.4. Model for complete unloading and reloading path

The experimental results show that unloading curve is convex
to the right for an entire strain range, while the reloading curve
is convex to the left for all strain range. The shape of unloading
and reloading curve shows stability for an entire strain range. So
power type function can be selected as its stability to model the
unloading and reloading curve rather than the polynomial or expo-
nential type. The mathematical expression in power type can
reflect the nonlinearity (i.e. the damage) of concrete. The schematic
of unloading branch is shown in Fig. 9(a).

The unloading stress-strain relationship can be expressed as

r ¼ rr þ cuðreu � rrÞ e� er
eeu � er

� �pu

ð11Þ

in which, r and e are the stress and strain along the unloading path,
rr and er are the stress and strain corresponding to the end point of
unloading path. In the case of complete unloading, the coordinates
(er;rr) is equal to (er; 0Þ, reu and eeu are the envelope unloading
stress and strain. The parameters, cu and pu can be determined by
fitting the experimental data. The fitting results show that the coef-
ficient cu is approximate to 0.95 for all unloading strain. Based on
the behavior of unloading in the present tests and the above men-
tioned preliminary shape of unloading curve, pu is found to be
greater than 1. The value of pu increases with the increasing of dam-
age accumulation. The power pu can be expressed as a function of
damage index and the strain rate since the curvature and shape of
unloading curve is dependent on the load history.

pu ¼ 1þ dteu ð12Þ
with

t ¼ 5:59þ 7:37 _e exp½logð _eÞ þ 15:33� ð13Þ
where, deu is the damage index corresponding to the envelope
unloading strain, _e is the strain rate.

The reloading branch can be expressed similar to the unloading
branch as follow:

r ¼ rr þ crðrer � rrÞ e� er
eer � er

� �pr

ð14Þ

where, cr is the reloading coefficient close to 1 and pr is the power
which can be expressed as a function of the damage parameter cor-
responding to envelope reloading strain and is independent of the
strain rate.

pr ¼ 1� 0:52d0:44er ð15Þ
where, der is the damage corresponding to the envelope reloading
strain.
4.5. Model for reload after incomplete unload

In the case of an incomplete unloading seen in Fig. 9(b) the
stress strain path interrupts the unloading branch at the point
(epu;rpu). Since there is no damage accumulates in the unloading
path, it satisfies the equation dpu ¼ deu. The corresponding stress
can be calculated by Eq. (11). The shape of reloading curve after
incomplete unloading is assumed to be linear, it is directed
towards the point (e0er ;r0

er) on the envelope curve. If the unloading
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is incomplete the damage accumulation is not complete after
reloading to the envelope curve compared to the reload after com-
plete unloading. So the point (e0er ;r0

er) can be located between
(eeu;reu) and (eer;rer) and the corresponding damage d0er should
be smaller than der but greater than dpu. In order to determine
the point (e0er ;r0

er), the following procedure is performed: (1) give
a series strain values e1; e2; . . . en with small enough intervals
between eeu and eer and compute the corresponding damages
d1; d2; . . . dn by using Eq. (4). (2) Compute a series damage values
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Fig. 10. Comparison of predicted results with experimental tests from cyclic to
envelope curve at various strain rates.
dr1; dr2; . . . drn near zero stress point (er ;0) seen in Fig. 8(b) corre-
sponding to the assumed series strain values. In the series damage
values dr1; dr2; . . . drn among which a damage value dri is equal to dpu.
The damage d0er at the envelope reloading point can be determined
according to the damage dri by using Eq. (8). The corresponding
reloading strain e0er can be calculated from d0er according to Eq.
(4). As long as the reloading strain e0er is given, the reloading path
can be predicted by using Eq. (14).
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4.6. Model for unloading after an incomplete reloading

In the case of an incomplete reloading, the stress strain path
interrupts at the point (epr ;rpr) (seen in Fig. 9(c)) and the
corresponding damage dpr can be calculated by Eq. (9). Along
the envelope curve, there is a point which possesses the
same damage as that at the end point of reloading, and the
corresponding strain can be calculated by inverting Eq. (4). Since
no damage accumulation along the unloading path, unloading
path from the end point of incomplete reloading (epr;rpr) and
from the point on the envelope curve possesses the same
damage have a same residual strain. The residual strain can be
computed by Eqs. (5)–(7). As long as the residual strain has been
determined, the unloading branch after an incomplete reloading
can be described by Eq. (11).
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4.7. Comparison with experimental results

Predictions of the proposed model are compared with experi-
mental results on concrete subjected to cyclic direct tension. Load-
ing regimes of CEN and CSI can be categorized as complete
unloading and reloading. Comparison of predicted results with
experimental results for envelope curve at various loading strain
rates are shown in Fig. 10 and shows a good agreement. Both the
unloading and reloading branches are simulated well with experi-
mental results at various strain rates. Fig. 10 has given the compar-
ison of simulated results with experimental results for cyclic with
constant strain increment at various strain rates. A series complete
unloading and reloading are presented in Figs. 10 and 11. The com-
plete unloading and reloading curves can be reproduce when the
point at which unloading begins is given. Comparison of predicted
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om cyclic to constant maximum strain at various strain rates.
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Fig. 13. Comparison of simulated with experimental results from Gopalaratnam
and Shah [14].
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results with experimental tests for cyclic to constant maximum
strain at various strain rates is seen in Fig. 12. In the simulation fig-
ure, only the 1st, 5th, 10th, 20th hysteresis cycles are plotted to the
experimental results to see clearly. In the case of cyclic to constant
maximum strain, incomplete reloading and unloading curves are
presented. The location of current reloading or unloading curves
due to the previous incomplete unloading or reloading is depen-
dent on the displacement at which the incomplete unloading or
reloading terminates. To evaluate the validity of the proposed
model in this paper, comparison of simulated and experimental
results from other researcher has been made as shown in Fig. 13.
It can be seen that the simulated results have good agreement with
experimental results.
5. Conclusions

The purposes of this investigation are to study the post-peak
cyclic behavior of concrete in tension and the effect of strain rate
on the post-peak behavior. A kind of spherical joint is designed
to reduce the eccentricity and the load transfers to the specimen
by the spherical joints and screws. It demonstrated that the test
method can obtain reliable complete monotonic and the post-
peak cyclic response of plain concrete subjected to direct tension.

Slightly rate sensitive characteristics can be observed in con-
crete. The rate of residual strain accumulation increases with the
increasing of strain rate. Stress releases even if the maximum
strain is kept constant. Damage accumulation rate along the
reloading path has been observed independent on the strain rates.

The envelope curve provides the upper bounds for the stress
strain curve of concrete under general loading regimes. The con-
cept of uniqueness of envelope curve has also been verified by
the experimental results in this paper. Analytical expressions
introducing damage index are proposed to describe the entire
monotonic behavior, as well the response to cyclic loadings. A good
agreement is found between the predicted results by the proposed
model and experimental data.
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